Sunday, May 10, 2020

RACE 1: 12 – 2 – 6 – 3
RACE 2: 3 – 1 – 5 – 8
RACE 3: 5 – 6 – 11 – 12
RACE 4: 11 – 12 – 2 – 4
RACE 5: 3 – 9 – 8 – 2
RACE 6: 3 – 2 – 5 – 7
RACE 7: 6 – 3 – 9 – 8
RACE 8: 3 – 7 – 6 – 5
RACE 9: 2 – 6 – 4 – 5
RACE 10: 4 – 5 – 10 – 3
Post Time 1:00 ET
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Race 1: Generic Mark landed in a well, very generic
looking spot for his first race since late July. Taking him
in the Sunday opener as a new face for trainer Rusty
Arnold, who has had solid success when paired with
jockey Tyler Gaffalione in the past; clearly this is a barn
that gives a leg up to Tyler G. when it’s “go time.”
Race 2: A one mile trip figures a pretty taxing / stamina
questioning distance for this crew of $25k maiden
claimers. The respectable form (two and three back) of
Three Deep won me over in the end.
Race 3: I’ve admired Sugar Bolt’s on-track ability as a
speedy and (mostly) consistent Florida-bred turf sprinter
by Can the Man. Sure, she’s taking a sizable, almost
precipitous drop here in the 3rd ($16k claiming) but she’s a
state-bred filly without an available restricted allowance
condition. Aggressive placement wins races and that’s
what I think is going on here with trainer David Fawkes
and Emisael Jaramillo. Come and catch her.
Race 5: This field is teeming with questionable recent /
overall form and (just like the 2nd race field) I think a one
mile trip over the dirt is a giant question mark for the
majority of this cast. So, here’s hoping the 1/17 Kaufy
Futures chugs along and gallops everyone else into
submission at what figures a decent price. She’s not
flashy but I feel as though the distance and competition
both help her in this 5th race.
Race 6: Sweden’s last race doesn’t look too pretty on
paper but keep in mind she was a big price in a field that
was eons tougher than this one. Also, I like how well
she’s run in 8-furlong races to this point (context is key)
and that stamina along with her ability are likely to help
her against this field of Florida-bred maidens. Carolyn’s
Smile exits the strongest last-out performance but does
she run back to that effort? Also, will 7 furlongs be
pushing it in the stamina department?
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